
We've had an exciting start to 2013! How about you?

If You Admire the View,
You Are a Friend Of Kananaskis

Welcome to 2013!
by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

Christmas is put away and almost forgotten, and I'm sure you've been out in Kananasksis
enjoying the snow and warm temperatures. The Friends, too, has had an exciting start to
the year, which you can read about below. But before we get to our great news, I should
mention that this newsletter is going to all our members, rather than just those who signed
up for newsletter e-mails. We do this in part because our news is so big and so cool we
had to share it with you all.

But we also wanted to give members who are not newsletter subscribers an opportunity to
revise their settings and join the newsletter e-mail list. At the bottom of this e-mail, you'll
see a little link called "update subscriber preferences" (it's in blue on a brown background

http://www.kananaskis.org/


-- really easy to miss). Here, you can control what e-mails you get from us. If you haven't
seen the newsletter in a while, our purpose is to "inform, enlighten and engage" our
members. In the last few months, we've changed the newsletter (with great positive
feedback) and published monthly, shown our members some places in Kananasksis they
didn't know about, reviewed our 2012 Trail Care work, offered up Christmas gift ideas -- in
short, made it a great read for folks who are Friends of Kananasksis. We'd love you to join
us for a monthly look at The Friends, and at Kananaskis.

And now, the news...

Introducing Rosemary Power

After a lengthy search, The Friends are delighted to announce the addition of Rosemary
Power as our new Program CoOrdinator!

Rosemary has a 20 year history of trail care
work, including time spent on Kootenay,
Cypress and Howe Sound trail crews, plus
she designed and constructed interpretive
trails in the Bahamas (sounds like a tough
gig - Ed.). She helped establish the Friends
of Yoho National Park and the Rocky
Mountain Eagle Research Foundation, so
has significant experience in non-profit
organizations. She has experience in grant development and fundraising, volunteer
management, and is a certified Interpretive Guide who has worked for both Parks Canada
and the Banff Springs Hotel.

Rosemary joined the Friends staff as of the beginning of January 2013, and has already
started work on the planning of the trail care program for 2013. The Board is thrilled to
have Rosemary with us, and we're sure you'll meet her this summer swinging pulaskis on
the trail.

A sad goodbye to Adrienne Needham

Adrienne, whom many of you have spoken with, was the Friends Office CoOrdinator for
the last 3 years. She single-handedly kept our office running, kept our paperwork flowing,
and helped the Board and the volunteers get done what we needed to get done. Adrienne
was always a cheery face in our Canmore office, and we are sad to see her go. We know
all our members join us in saying thanks for all she has done for us.
 



 

TransAlta returns as the Title Sponsor of trail care for 2013!

Funding and donations enable us to deliver the trail care work that is needed in
Kananaskis. We are pleased to announce that TransAlta will be the title sponsor for trail
care, repeating the role they had in 2012! Once again, employees of and retirees from
TransAlta have volunteered to join us on work projects. TransAlta’s focus on sustainability,
which you can read about here, is substantial and leads to donations like ours. Those of
us who live in Kananaskis country see TransAlta folks out at work all the time. With
several hydro stations and dams in Kananaskis, TransAlta is a major contributor to the
long term sustainability of K-Country -- and to the Friends.
 

 

http://www.transalta.com/sustainability


January Board Update
By Don Cockerton, Acting Chair

On behalf of the board of the Friends of Kananaskis Country, it is my pleasure to bring our
warmest and best wishes to all of you for 2013!  Our board expects to add two new board
members at our January meeting which will add more diverse skills, experience and
contacts.  This along with a renewal of key financial support from Trans Alta and our new
full time Program Manager, Rosemary, gives us lots of positive momentum for the coming
year.  Through Trans Alta’s and other support from the community as well as excellent
work by Nicholas Dotchin and Adrienne Needham, 2012 saw us consolidate, strengthen
and grow significantly in our core Trail Care programming.  Thanks also to Derek Ryder of
our board who had led the effort to improve communications with our members through
the website and regular newsletters!  
 
The board aims to continue to build on our 2012 strengths and will focus on the goals of
further expanding our membership, improving communications with and among members
and working to make the organization more financially sustainable.  In addition, while we
work closely with Alberta Parks Kananaskis trails staff on planning and delivering all
aspects of our program, the board has established the following 3 Trail Program
objectives for 2013:
 

1. Strengthen and improve both the training and support for our Volunteer Crew



Leaders who are our key volunteers.
2. Increase the number of corporate volunteer days from 8 to 12
3. Maintain scheduled volunteer days for every second weekend of each month, May

through September.

 
In addition, the board continues to consider how best to engage more youth in trail
programming.  Besides continuing to work with several scout groups and the cadet
program, we are in discussions now with both Alberta Parks and the Duke of Edinburgh
Award organization regarding exciting new opportunities.  
 
Lastly, the board welcomes and invites input and ideas from our members on how to
improve what we do or what new offerings and activities would help meet our goals and
vision.  Feel free to contact us through Rosemary (rosemary@kananaskis.org) at our
office in Canmore (Phone:  403 678-5593).  Thanks for your continuing support and we
look forward to working together through the coming year!

 

Kananaskis’ Special Places: The "Not-So Secret" Secret Cave
Fourth in a series by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications



 
The greater Kananaskis area protects numerous special places, and in this series of
articles, I’m going to take you to a number of my favourites. Some of these hide, and
some are in the open but get passed by. All are worth exploring if you want to see the
unique bits of our beloved space.
 
Alberta has a lot of caves. Some, like the Castleguard Cave, are deep, dark and hard to
access. Some, like Ratsnest Cave, can be explored with guides. In a future newsletter, I’ll
delve further into Kananaskis’ natural caves.
 
But one cave is anything but natural, anything but hard to access, and features a very
creative chunk of Alberta history. It’s a man made cave, not in any guidebook I’m aware of
(yet), and I’ll just bet you have driven by it a dozen times without knowing it. It’s downright
easy to visit -- perhaps too easy.
 
I will merely précis the history. The talented and knowledgeable local Bow Valley writer
and historian Rob Alexander wrote a wonderful piece back in the winter of 2009 in
Highline Magazine with more detail, and it’s worth a read. In short, in the 1960’s the Rocky
Mountain Vaults and Archives Company blasted a cave into the side of Mt. McGillvary
above the TransCanada Highway at Lac Des Arcs with the intention of making a
commercial secure underground storage vault for precious records. Some say it might
also have been used as a bomb shelter, for it was indeed built in the heart of the Cold
War, but this story from a 1970’s edition of Weekend Magazine suggests otherwise.
 

http://issuu.com/highlinemagazine/docs/winter_2009/15






The cave is much unchanged from the 1970’s, when it was
never finished. It features a tunnel big enough to drive a
truck through, leading straight back about 150’ into the
side of the mountain.
 
There are two large 80’ x 25’ rooms that lead off the side of
the main tunnel. And that’s it. The plan was to build a
network of tunnels and rooms, but despite getting a license
to operate the facility in 1969, nothing was ever built. This
could be perhaps because there always seems to be water
dripping from the roof – not a great place to store vital
documents.
 
All the rock from drilling the tunnel is just piled up below the entrance. The only light in the
tunnel comes in through the entrance. Back in the back, it is dark and clammy and silent
save for the endless drips of water, despite the entrance being right above the
TransCanada Highway. It's pitch black in the side caverns; last time I was in there, I had
two flashlights, and it was just barely enough to see. The floor is flat but rocky. The photo
at the top of this story is looking out the entrance from about 50' inside.
 
This is one of those “hides in plain sight” things, for while the cave's entrance is literally



300 m off the Trans Canada at Lac Des Arcs, the entrance
is only visible from the westbound lanes of the highway for
a moment or two way back at the west end of Bow Valley
Provincial Park, and even then you need to know what
you're looking for. The photo on the left shows the view
back to the highway from the cave's entrance.
 
Now, this "secret" cave isn’t
really all that secret – at
least not to certain locals.
Despite being a protected
space inside Bow Valley
Wildland Provincial Park,

the cave stinks of campfires. Last time I was in there, I
counted at least 10 rings or ash piles. There was not one
part of the tunnel that did not have a campfire ring within 5
m of it. In the ceiling were some remaining reinforcement
metal rods, and one sticks out from the ceiling about 2
meters. On the end of it was a dead glow stick, held on
with electrical tape, directly above a campfire ring. There
were broken beer bottles in most every nook and cranny. Graffiti goons had, of course,
splashed a tag or two here and there. I understand from talking to Conservation Officers
that it’s a popular spot for locals to party (some local kids tried to hold a 300 person rave
in there this past August, but they were found out. The rave moved in secret to Grotto
Canyon with rather messy results). All of which is a giant disrespectful shame, if you ask
me.
 

Perhaps the reason for the mess in the cave is how easy it
is to access, even though the trail to it isn't in Gillean
Daffern's book (at least not in the current 3rd edition.
Maybe it will make the 4th, which is due out soon). In fact,
the Trans Canada Trail from Heart Creek to Dead Man's
Flat's isn't in Gillean’s 3rd edition either. But either way, it's
a hard trail to miss. Take the TransCanada Hiking Trail
west out of the Heart Creek parking lot. The TC trail is
obvious; aside from a few diversions around creekbeds or
the powerline, it's the single lane road that was built to get
to the cave. After about 1.5 km and 20 minutes, you get to
a 4-way road intersection. Head left (or straight; the left
turn just cuts off a switchback). Climb up about 50 vertical

meters in 2 big switchbacks to the cliff face. Until this point there's no views; at the first
switchback you can start to see back over Lac Des Arcs. You hit the cliff wall of Mt.
McGillvary (where you can often find climbers playing) and there’s the cave entrance



 
I strongly recommend a visit, but carry several strong flashlights, and watch where you
step. Perhaps greater knowledge and visits will provide the cave the kind of protection and
respect it really needs.

The Movies of Kananaskis: The Edge
Third in a series by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

There have been many movies filmed in K-Country, some famous, some less so. In this
series of articles, since I’m not a movie critic, I’m going to talk about these movies in a
different light: how well they depict our favourite neighbourhood.
 

The Edge is a 1997 drama starring
Anthony Hopkins, Alec Balwin and Bart the
Bear about two guys who get lost in the
Alaska wilderness and have to survive.
This is exciting, on the edge of your seat
stuff, right to the point where the bear does
all sorts of not-bear stuff. Think “Jaws” only
with a bear. Since it paints bears in such a
bad and unrealistic light, I have trouble
with this movie.
 
But again, we have fabulous winter
scenery of K-Country. The back-country
lodge they fly into is a magnificent
structure built at the Driftwood day use
area on Spray Lakes. It’s one of those
“don’t you wish they had left it there” sets.
Most of the film was made in pretty remote
locations, so don’t expect to see town
scenes. But the pass they cross is actually

the top part of the Grassi Lakes hike. They camp under The Fist. There's a beautiful shot
of Mt. Lougheed and Wind Mountain from the TransCanada. They camp near Old Camp,
and have the Three Sisters, Ha Ling and Ship's Prow in the background. They paddle the
Spray Lakes and the Kanananskis River. They pause on the rock pile at the end of
Moraine Lake (okay, not Kananaskis, but cool all the same). They are finally found at
Peninsula Day Use area, just after the helicopter flies over the Engadine Meadows. You
can laugh when they walk from Upper Kananaskis Lakes to Ha Ling then to Mt.
Assiniboine in about 15 minutes, then take 2 days to make it to Tent Ridge.
 
The film was written by David Mamet, who writes for both stage and film, including such
works as Glengarry Glen Ross, The Verdict, The Postman Always Rings Twice, Ronin,



Wag the Dog and Hannibal. The writing for The Edge is stellar, as you might expect, but I
wish someone would have taught Mr. Mamet more about bears. Still, any movie with Elle
Macpherson in it can’t be all bad. This was a hard movie to find, and I ended up having to
buy it on-line for about $11.

We extend our ongoing thanks to TransAlta
Utilities, our Trail Care title sponsor. Without
their support, we could not have executed
the 2012 trail care program, and we are
honoured to have them back as the title
sponsor of the trail care program in 2013!
 

Your Donations are Always Appreciated and Needed
 
There are many ways to express your gratitude for Kananaskis Country and we are
always grateful for contributions that help us maintain our programs and operations. 
Friends of Kananaskis Country is a registered charity in good standing and we provide
charitable receipts for donations over $20.00.  You can reach us directly by mail at the
address below or go through CanadaHelps. Thank you for your support!

http://www.canadahelps.org/CharityProfilePage.aspx?charityID=s65696


Friends of Kananaskis Country
201-800 Railway Avenue
Canmore, AB  T1W 1P1 
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